One criterion for the well-formedness of ontologies is that their hierarchical structure forms a lattice. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) has been used as a technique for assessing the quality of ontologies, but is not scalable to large ontologies such as SNOMED CT (>300k concepts). We developed a methodology called Lattice-based Structural Auditing (LaSA), for auditing biomedical ontologies, implemented through automated SPARQL queries, in order to exhaustively identify all non-lattice pairs in SNOMED CT. The percentage of non-lattice pairs ranges from 0 to 1.66 among the 19 SNOMED CT hierarchies. Preliminary manual inspection of a limited portion of the over 544k non-lattice pairs, among over 356 million candidate pairs, revealed inconsistent use of precoordination in SNOMED CT, but also a number of false positives. Our results are consistent with those based on FCA, with the advantage that the LaSA pipeline is scalable and applicable to ontological systems consisting mostly of taxonomic links.
Introduction
Auditing of large ontological systems is an indispensable part of the ontological engineering life-cycle [1] . One criterion for the well-formedness of ontologies is that their hierarchical structure forms a lattice [2] . Simply speaking, a lattice is a structure in which two concepts do not share more than one minimal common ancestor. Lattice fragments are pervasive in SNOMED CT. For example, in Figure 1 , the concepts "Partial hypophysectomy" and "Transsphenoidal hypophysectomy" share only one minimal common ancestor, "Hypophysectomy." This illustrates a lattice-conforming structure, a.k.a. lattice pair or lattice fragment.
There are also non-lattice fragments in SNOMED CT. In Figure 2 , the concept pair (double circled) "Partial excision of pituitary gland by transfrontal approach" and "Partial excision of pituitary gland by transsphenoidal approach" is an example of a non-lattice pair, be- cause this pair shares more than one minimal common ancestor (namely "Partial hypophysectomy" and "Transcranial hypophysectomy", lightly shaded).
The present study is motivated in part by the recent work of Jiang and Chute [3] , who used Formal Concept Analysis (FCA [4] ) as an auditing tool by constructing contexts from normal form presentations in SNOMED CT and analyzed the resulting lattices for un-labeled nodes. They showed that this method can automatically identify a candidate pool of missing concepts for further examination by domain experts. However, constructing lattices from contexts is so computationally expensive [5] that it is not computationally scalable. FCA is therefore not applicable to the entirety of large ontologies such as SNOMED CT.
We introduce Lattice-based Structural Auditing (LaSA), a methodology for auditing large biomedical ontologies. LaSA complements FCA-based and other existing approaches to ontological auditing by taking the lattice-property directly as a structural principle for ontologies. The main contribution of this study is to demonstrate the applicability of LaSA to the entirety of a large biomedical terminology: SNOMED CT (>300k concepts). Our results are consistent with those based on FCA, with the advantage that the LaSA computational pipeline is scalable and applicable to ontological systems without normal form presentations.
Background
Our methodology draws on background knowledge from three areas. One is lattice theory, which serves as the mathematical and algorithmic foundation for LaSA. The second is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and its associated SPARQL query language which is used for implementing LaSA and obtaining the experimental results presented in Section 4. The third area is SNOMED CT. We provide a concise overview of these areas to prepare for the development described in the subsequent sections.
Lattice. We first review basic concepts from lattice theory. Our main references are [6, 7] . A partially ordered set (poset) is a set L with a reflexive and transitive relation . A poset L is a complete lattice if every subset S ⊆ L has a least upper bound S (join) and a greatest lower bound (meet) S. A poset L is a lattice if every two elements of L have a join and a meet. The meets and joins of pairs will be written in infix notation:
{x, y} = x ∨ y and {x, y} = x ∧ y. In connection with ontology, one can think of concepts as elements of a poset, and the ordering relation as the taxonomic relation [8, 9] . If x, y are concepts, we write x y to mean x IS-A y, or y subsumes x. The join x ∨ y of two concepts x, y is the least common ancestor of x and y. As demonstrated in Figure 2 , join may not exist for SNOMED CT for some concept pairs, due to the existence of multiple minimal common ancestors.
Every finite lattice is a complete lattice. One can think of a tree as a lattice by adjoining a superficial bottom element. In this sense, lattices are more general than trees. Multiple inheritance is not permitted in trees: each node in a tree can have at most one parent (the node immediately above it). Lattices permit multiple inheritance but insist on the existence of (unique) join and meet for any pair of nodes.
RDF and SPARQL. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a directed, labeled graph data format for representing information in the Web [10] . Based on (subject, predicate, object) triples, RDF is well suited for the representation of graphs in general, including posets and lattices. Because of its origins in the Semantic Web, RDF uses Unified Resource Identifiers (URIs) as names for the nodes and the links in the graph.
SPARQL is a query language for RDF graphs [11] . SPARQL queries are expressed as constraints on graphs, and return RDF graphs or sets as results. For example, SPARQL can be used for retrieving the set of common ancestors of two nodes in a graph.
SNOMED CT. This is a comprehensive concept system for healthcare developed by the International Health Terminology Standard Development Organization (IHTSDO) [12] . SNOMED CT provides broad coverage of clinical medicine, including findings, diseases, and procedures, and is used in electronic medical records [13] . The development of SNOMED CT is supported by an infrastructure based on description logics. From a structural perspective, SNOMED CT can be seen as a series of large directed acyclic graphs, one for each of its 19 "hierarchies". No concept is shared across hierarchies. The version of SNOMED CT used in this study is dated July 31, 2009 and comprises 307,754 active concepts. The preferred name in English is used as label in our figures.
Methods
LaSA exhaustively checks concept pairs for conformation to the requirement of being a part of a lattice. For each pair of concepts a and b, we find all their common ancestors. Among all their common ancestors, the minimal ones must be unique to conform to the mathematical definition of a lattice, in which every pair of elements must have a (unique) least common ancestor.
Our method for identifying non-lattice fragments involves three steps: 1) acquiring SNOMED CT data; 2) selecting probes; 3) testing probes.
Acquiring SNOMED CT data. From the distribution of SNOMED CT, we extracted all the IS-A relations among active concepts. We created URIs for all SNOMED CT concepts and used the rdfs:subClassOf predicate to represent the IS-A relation. Then we computed the transitive closure of the IS-A relation and created a distinct set of triples for it. The two sets of triples were loaded into two separate graphs using the open source Virtuoso triple store [14] .
Selecting probes. Not every pair of SNOMED CT concepts needs to be tested for its lattice properties. Since the 19 hierarchies in SNOMED CT do not share any concepts, only pairs within the same hierarchy require testing. Moreover, pairs in which each concept does not have at least two parent concepts cannot form a non-lattice structure. Finally, any pair in which one concept is an ancestor of the other does not need to be tested because the ancestor concept in such pairs is the unique common ancestor of the two, with reflexivity assumed.
More
Testing probes. The following simple algorithm finds the minimal common ancestors of a, b by counting the instances of two specific cases where a node is situated as a part of the common ancestor subgraph. The key insight, however, is the idea of keeping track of appropriate counts. The first part of the query (Figure 3 ) finds all common ancestors and tracks the result by having each common ancestor to receive 1 as the counts. This is straightforward using the SPARQL query a rdfs:subClassOf ?sb b rdfs:subClassOf ?sb to get hold of all nodes ?sb that are ancestors of a and b.
The second part of the query (Figure 4 From the union of the two parts of the query, nodes x and y receive a total count of 1, respectively; they are the minimal common ancestors of a and b.
LaSA separates two kinds of probes: those with a unique minimal common ancestor, and those with more than one minimal common ancestor. The latter is an indication of a non-lattice fragment.
Implementation. The algorithms presented earlier for selecting the probes to be tested, and testing them, were implemented without any ad hoc programming. Generic queries were created for each algorithm and subpart thereof and loaded as stored procedure. We used a simple script to compute the cartesian product of all pairs of concepts within a given hierarchy of SNOMED CT. Through this script, each pair was evaluated as a potential probe (by querying a stored procedure instantiated with the pair). If qualified as a probe, the pair was then tested for its lattice properties by querying a second stored procedure. TP -the total number of pairs obtained by the formula n×(n−1)/2, where n is the number of concept in the hierarchy; PP -the total number of probe pairs from TP, according to the criteria given in Section 3; NL -the total number of non-lattice pairs from PP; PP% -the percentage of probe pairs among all pairs, i.e. PP/TP; NL% -the percentage of non-lattice pairs among all probe pairs, i.e. NL/PP; T(ms) -the average SPARQL query time of pairs in PP in milliseconds.
store version 06.00.3123 was used for this experiment, running on a Dell 2950 server (Dual Xeon processor) with 32GB of memory. A total of 500,000 9kB buffers were allocated to Virtuoso.
Results
Quantitative results. From the 307,754 active concepts in SNOMED CT, we created RDF triples for representing IS-A relations. The graph of direct hierarchical relations contains a total of 439,733 rdfs:subClassOf triples, while the transitively-closed graph contains 1,191,796 triples. Table 1 summarizes the our SPARQL query results based on the method described in Section 3, using a "reverse" technique explained in [15] , for 4 of the larger hierarchies in SNOMED CT: Procedure, Clinical Finding, Body Structure and Specimen. For example, 4.3% of probe pairs were found among all possible pairs in Procedure, and among the probing pairs, 0.26% were found to be non-lattice pairs.
Even though the numbers of non-lattice pairs seem large, they represent a very small percentage. For example, for Procedure, only 0.01% of pairs are non-lattice pairs, among all possible pairs within the hierarchy; for Clinical Finding, it is only 0.005%.
Evaluation. We ran our LaSA algorithm on the Hypophysectomy sub-hierarchy of SNOMED CT, the running example included in Jiang and Chute [3] , using the same version of SNOMED CT as was used in their study, and performed a systematic comparison of our respective results.
In FCA, anonymous nodes correspond to missing concepts combining several properties (e.g., hypophysectomy + transfrontal approach). Jiang and Chute found five anonymous nodes using FCA; we also found exactly five non-lattice pairs. Three non-lattice pairs correspond exactly to the three anonymous nodes (1, 3 and 4 in Table 3 , page 95 of [3] ), with a perfect match between our non-lattice pair and the extensions constructed using FCA.
The two remaining non-lattice pairs are part of the extension for Node 5. However, we found no non-lattice counterpart for Node 2. Upon closer inspection, the extension of Node 2 in Jiang and Chute represents a case of anonymous node without any lattice-violation. The creation of the intermediary node "Transfrontal hypophysectomy" would be justified only because several subtypes of excision of the pituitary gland by transfrontal approach are described, not to create a unique lowest comon ancestor for these subtypes of hypophysectomy. Our findings are therefore consistent with that of Jiang and Chute, but FCA identified one anonymous node, which LaSA cannot identify.
Discussion
There is a close relation between precoordination and the lattice properties of the terminology. Two sibling concepts denoting multiple features (including two common features) will form a lattice only if their lowest common ancestor represents both features (and will not form a lattice if each common feature is represented by a distinct ancestor). As can be seen from Figure 5 , the double-circled concepts "Tissue specimen from breast" and "Tissue specimen from heart" share the features of being a kind of tissue specimen and a kind of specimen from trunk. In SNOMED CT, this is represented by two edges shared by the two double-circled concepts to "Tissue specimen" and to "Specimen from trunk", which is the reason why this fragment is not a lattice. In order to transform this fragment into a lattice, a new concept "Tissue specimen from trunk" would need to be created, which would be the direct descendant of the current minimal common ancestors and would become a new unique lowest common ancestor of "Tissue specimen from breast" and "Tissue specimen from heart". Beyond the technicalities (i.e., the structural properties of the terminology), one question for SNOMED CT is how much precoordination is needed in clinical applications. The concept "Tissue specimen from trunk" is a valid concept, but it is unclear whether such intermediary nodes would be useful to users. ("Tissue specimen from mediastinum" would be a legitimate candidate as well). On the one hand, having many precoordinated terms would reduce the need for having to deal with post-coordination, which is nontrivial for most users. On the other, tens of thousands of such precoordinated nodes are likely to be needed to transform SNOMED CT into a lattice, which comes at a cost in terms of maintenance (for the developers) and in terms of increase volume for the users.
From a quality assurance perspective [1] , what is important is to ensure that precoordination is used consistently in SNOMED CT, so as to facilitate usage. This, for example, would be an argument in favor of the creation of a concept "Transfrontal hypophysectomy", as suggested by Jiang and Chute, in order to mirror, e.g., "Transsphenoidal hypophysectomy". More generally, however, one limitation of out approach is that it is not sufficient to determine automatically whether nonlattice fragments correspond to errors (i.e., whether the missing concepts identified are clinically relevant).
Conclusion.
LaSA produces results consistent with the FCA-based approach of Jiang & Chute, without suffering from their computational scalability problem. Additionally, unlike FCA, LaSA is applicable to ontological systems consisting mostly of taxonomic links, without requiring a normal forma presentation. Among the methods developed for quality assurance in SNOMED CT, LaSA has been effective in identifying (potentially) missing precoordinated concepts in SNOMED CT. A model of desirable (vs. excessive) precoordination should be developed, which could be used in conjunction with LaSA in order to determine which lattice violations are indicative of problems and require the attention of the editors of the terminology system. Meanwhile, we have shown that a lattice-based approach is applicable to large-scale terminologies and can be implemented with minimal programming effort.
